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For questions 1-8, read the text below and decide which answer (A, B, Cor D) best 
fits each gap. There is an example at the beginning (0}. 

Mark your answers on the separate answer sheet. 

Example: 

0 A B grow c • spnng D • nse appear 

0 B C D 

'Living' walls reduce pollution in cities 
Buildings covered in greenery are starting to (0} ........ in cities around the world. 

These living walls are the outside surfaces of buildings, bursting all over with 

vegetation. They certainly look pretty, but there's a far more interesting (1} ......... for 

their existence. 

According to biogeochemists, the green walls -which are covered with pre-planted 

panels - offer several (2} ........ besides disguising an ugly fagade. They have been 

(3} ........ to cool the building down, reduce noise, and make the block more energy 

( 4} . . . . . . . . . 

. 

But what's really exciting is that green walls could potentially reduce air pollution in 

the 'corridors' between tall buildings on a street. As the wind (5} ........ through these 

man-made canyons, carrying with it traffic fumes and other environmental pollutants, 

the green walls appear to (6} ........ large amounts of the most (7} ........ chemicals in 

the air. This could be the perfect (8} ........ to the difficulty of improving air quality in 

some of the planet's most polluted cities. 

1 A idea 

2 A profits 

3 A demonstrated 

4 A efficient 

5 A runs 

6 A soak 

7 A painful 

8 A solution 

B reason 

B values 

B convinced 

B practical 

B travels 

B breathe 

B hurtful 

B action 

C excuse 

c benefits 

c accepted 

c economical 

c rolls 

C take 

C harmful 

C result 

D argument 

D positives 

D proved 

D appropriate 

D flies 

D absorb 

D unhelpful 

D reaction 
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For questions 9-16, read the text below and think of the word which best fits each 
gap. Use only one word in each gap. There is an example at the beginning (0). 

Write your answers IN CAPITAL LETTERS on the separate answer sheet. 

Example: [QJ ITJWDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 

Smile, please! 

Photographers always insist that we smile when our photo (0) ........ being taken. But 

what (9) ........ we don't feel like smiling? Yet few of us would dare not to when we 

hear the words, 'Smile, please!' 

(10) ........ do we expect other people to smile for the camera? Because we feel 

uncomfortable if they don't. When we look (11) ........ a photo of an event, we want 

to remember the occasion as having been (12) ........ happy one. How can you tell 

whether someone's smile is genuine (13) ........ not? Well, cheeks and lips will be 

raised, and eyes will crinkle at (14) ........ corners. 

We don't just smile when we're happy, however. We also smile in order (15) • • • • •••• 

appear open to new acquaintances, provide a positive first impression of ourselves, or 

soften awkward situations. (16) ........ is nothing like smiling to help us get ahead both 

personally and professionally, and its positive effects can even help us live longer. 
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For questions 25-30, complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning 
to the first sentence, using the word given. Do not change the word given. You must 
use between two and five words, including the word given. Here is an example (0). 

Example: 

0 I've never seen a film as boring as this one. 

SUCH 

I've never seen ................................................ as this one. 

The gap can be filled by the words 'such a boring film', so you write: 

Example: [QJ Ll ___ S_U_CH_A_B_..O_R_I N_..G:_Fl_..LM-'--_ __j 

Write only the missing words IN CAPITAL LETTERS on the separate answer sheet. 

25 Nobody has ever cleaned that statue while I've been working at the museum. 

BEEN 

That statue ................................................ I first started working at the. 
museum. 

26 All lan's friends know he prefers eating at home to eating in a restaurant. 

RATHER 

All I an's friends know ................................................ at home than in a 
restaurant. 

27 Despite investing in faster technology, our production is slow. 

EVEN 

Our production is slow, ................................................ in faster technology. 

28 There's no way Bethany will resign from her job. 

INTENTION 

Bethany ................................................ resigning from her job. 

29 The cat would never go outside in the rain. 

WHEN 

The cat always refused ................................................ was raining. 

30 I didn't take a picture of that bird before it flew away, and now I regret it! 

SHOULD 

I ................................................ a picture of that bird before it flew away! 
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You are going to read an article about an artist. For questions 43-52, choose from 
the paragraphs (A-D). The paragraphs may be chosen more than once. 

Mark your answers on the separate answer sheet. 

Which paragraph mentions 

the reasons why the artist uses a range of materials in her 
paintings? 

the artist's belief that the way she works is bound to be 
connected to her character? 

the artist's argument that her work is more serious than it 
might appear? 

the capacity of painting to demonstrate a range of ideas 
and emotions? 

why the artist changed her mind about the approach she 
takes to her work? 

ongoing adjustments the artist makes that lead her to use a 
particular type of paint? 

the fact that the artist enjoys seeking out new painting processes? 

the artist's admiration for a particular artistic technique? 

the artist's desire for her work not to go unnoticed? 

the artist's lack of detailed planning when she works? 

I 48 I 

I so I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

\ 
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rtist • 1n aint 
Fiona Rae tells us how she develops her bold contemporary paintings. 

A What I love about painting is that it embodies 
a series of thought and feeling processes. it's 
all there on the canvas as a record. I can put 
something on the canvas, consider it, adjust it, 
remove it, replace it, add to it, conceal it, reveal it, 
destroy it and repair it. I can be in a good mood, 
a bad mood or a cheerful mood- it's all useful. I 
tend to make up what I do on the canvas as I go 
along. I have a vague idea in mind, but usually 
abandon it pretty quickly. I use canvas on wooden 
stretchers, prepared with a couple of coats of 
primer and I then paint the canvas a flat colour in 
acrylic paint. Acrylic is a good base for oil colours, 
providing an even, non-absorbent surface. 

B If I want to paint a hard-edged graphic symbol 
such as a letter, I usually do this in acrylic paint as 
well. Occasionally I use gouache paint on some 
of the little images I include, in order to have a 
different kind of look to the paint. Each type of 
paint has a different quality and texture, and I 
think it adds to the visual richness to apply colours 
using different paint media. I use oil paint for all 
the brushstrokes and drawing- this is because oil 
paint is so flexible that I can adjust what I'm doing 
almost endlessly. Oil paint is the most fantastically 
adaptable substance: once you've figured out how 
not to turn everything into an ugly grey, oil paint 
remains wet long enough for countless changes 
of mind, and because of the way the pigment is 
held in the oil, it shines beautifully. 

C Source imagery can come from anywhere, 
although I'm still hooked on 15th-century German 
artist Durer's woodcuts for the way he uses line 
so inventively to describe everything from patches 
of grass to cloudbursts. I also have a collection 
of symbols that I'm using at the moment- little 
angels, hearts, pandas ... I used to think I could 
only use something once, but I'm now realising 
that some of the ways I use paint, and some of the 
images I've come up with, are my own personal 
building blocks, and that each painting develops 
the theme further. 

D The way I make paintings reflects the way I 
experience the world, and what I'm like as a 
person. I think this is unavoidable. I have never 
wanted to limit myself to one or two kinds of 
mark-making -I find it exciting and challenging to 
find different ways of using paint, both by looking 
at art history, and through the process of using 
paint itself. My paintings have an invented space 
that holds all the contents together- but I think 
that anything can go into that space, from heartfelt 
expressive marks to deliberate brushstrokes to 
graphic signs and symbols, and images. 

E Just because I'm able to do lots of different 
things in paint, it doesn't mean I don't mean it. 
The paintings are not simply an exercise in being 
cool and turning the world on its head, they're a 
sincere attempt to make sense of the world and 
the joy and despair I feel at being alive. I also have 
to admit I enjoy showing off in paint. I don't want 
to make paintings that sit quietly in the corner 
of the room - I want to make paintings that are 
surprising and that have something new to add to 
the history of painting. 
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